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COINCIDENCE POINTS IN 
Ti TOPOLOGICAL SPACES

Zeqing Liu, Shin Min Kang and Yong Soo Kim

Abstract In this paper, we prove a few coincidence point theorems 

for two pairs of mappings in Ti topological spaces. Our results extend, 

improve and unify the corresponding results in

1. Imroduction
Machuca [3] established a coincidence point theorem involving a pair 

of mappings in T± topological spaces. Khan [1] and Liu [2] extended 
Machuca's result to three mappings. The aim of this paper is to estab
lish some coincidence point theorems for two pairs of mappings in T± 
topological spaces. Our results are the extension of the results due to 
Khan [1], Liu [2] and Machuca [3].

Let X and Y be topological spaces. A mapping f : X Y is said 
to be proper if is compact for each compact subset A of V with 
A 으 f(X). For any subset A C y, A, denotes the closure of 4 Let 
R+ = [0, oo) and

鱼={© : © : (A*)，T R+ is upper semicontinuous and nondecreas
ing in each coordinate variable and satisfies (1.1)}, where

(1.1) 0(t) = max{^)(i, t, bt) : q + b = 2, a, b, E (0,1,2}} < t

for all t〉0.
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Lemma 1.1. [4] Let © : R+ t R+ be nondecreasing and upper semi- 
continuous. Then for each i > 0, W(t) < t zf and only z/limn_》8 C严(Z) 
=0, where denotes the composition of with ttself n-times.

2. Main Results
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a Ty topological space satisfying the first 

axiom of countability^ (Y, d) be a complete metric space and A, B^S^T : 
X T Y satisfy

(i) 4(X) C T(X) and B(X) C S(X),
and one of the following conditions:

(ii) A and S are continuous, A is proper with -4(X) closed;
(iii) A and S are continuous, S is proper with S(X) closed;
(iv) B and T are contznuouSj B is proper wzth B(X) closed;
(v) B and T are contmuous} T is proper with T(X) closed.

If there exists sjome(()C $ such that
d(Ax, By) < ©(d(S皿 Ty\d(Ax, Sx), d(By, Ty\

(2，1) 小如,典)顽Bg,四))

for all C X： then there exist u^v E X such that Au = Su = Bv = 
Tv.

Proof. Given xq E X. From (i) we can easily choose sequences 
{xn}n>i C X and {yn}n>i C Y such that

?/2n4-l = 꼬©&+1 = Ax2ni n 2 0,
V2n = Sx2n = —1, 7Z > L

Put dn = d(yn, t/n-f-i) for all n > 1. By virtue of (2.1) and (2.2), we 
infer that for any n > 1,

^2n4-l

< 끄Z；2n+1))d(B：Z：2n+：L, 끄，2n+i),

(2.3)
' d(4z2n, 7地&+1), d(Bx2n^ Sx2n)}

= ©(衫2小 제 0, d(2/2n4-2)?/2n))

< ^2n, ^2n4-l)0)』2n + ^2n+l)■

(2.2)
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Suppose that > 涉&・ Then (2.3) implies that

^2n+l < S(d2n+Ld2n+l/2n+l,0,2d2n+l) < 6((坛3+1) <

which is a contradiction. Therefore,(坛서」M 涉It follows from (2.3) 
that

^2n4-l — <机涉2竹,}由小,0, 2d&) < ©02n)・

Similarly, we can also deduce that d& < 6(d2n_i)・ Consequently, we 
have

dn < 6(、dn-i、) < ^2(dn_2) < • • • < for all n>l,

which and Lemma 1.1 mean that

(24) lim 歐=Q.
、 n—>00

In order to show that {yn}n>i is a Cauchy sequence, it is sufficient 
to show that {y2n}n>i is a Cauchy sequence. Suppose that {y2n}n>i 
is not a Cauchy sequence. Then there exist an e > 0 such that for each 
even integer 2fc, there exists even integers 2m(^) and 2n(fc) with

(2.5) ，2n0)) > £, 2m(k)〉2n(k) > 2k.

For each even integer 2k, let 2m(k) be the least even integer exceeding 
2n(k) satisfying (2.5), that is,

(2.6) d(?/2n(k),2)< € and d(也n(k) 1 02m(Jc))〉€♦

Note that

(2.7) € V、d(?/2n(k) ? ?/2m(k)) V ^(y2n(fc) ? ?/2m(fc)—2)+ ^2m(fc)—2 + ^2m(fc) —1*

Using (2.4), (2.6) and (2.7), we conclude that

(2.8) 日gn ^(?/2n(fc), y2m(k)} ~ 巳
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It is easy to verify that

(2 9) |d(，2n(%)淫/2m(k) —1) — ^(?/2n(fc), ?/2?n(fc)) I < —

|涉(，2끼幻+ l"/2m(Jb)-1) - 闵一 1)1 < d2n(k)-

According to (2.4), (2.8) and (2.9), we know that

(2.10) 日삐& 衫(，2지化))?/2m(k)-1) = jg" 贝洗计(氐) + 1 浦2m(k) — l) = €•

In view of (2.1), we have

d(；2n(k;),?/2m(fc))

W d2n(k) + d(Ax2n(k)^ Bx2m(k)-i)
—^2n(fc) + ©(d(S：C&闵)7气2“雄)—1),』(/必27雄)，SSm闵)，

竣m世)一L으1了2血仕)一1), 涉(%卫冗(jfc)二Zb：2m(*7)_코)5

d(Bg2m，(K) — l)S，；2n(人;)))

―^2n(fc) H- ^(^(3/2n(fc))V2m(k) — l)t ^2n(fc))^2m(fc) —1>

d(；2n(k)+l)?/2m(k) — l) j d(，2m(人:)，?/2n(A:))),

Letting k oo in the above inequalities, by (2.4), (2.8) and (2.10) we 
obtain that

€ < ^(6,0,0,e,e) < ,(时 < €,

which is impossible. Hence {yn}n>i is a Cauchy sequence. Since (K, d) 
is complete, there exists some z eY with limnT8 Vn = z.

Assume that (ii) holds. Set C = {Ax2n : n > 1} U {z}. Then 
C = C C A(X) = 4(X) 으 Y and C is compact. It follows that 
A~l{C) also compact because A is proper. Consequently, there exists 
a subsequence (^2n(jfa)}fc>i of {x2n}n>i such that it converges to some 
point u C X. The continuity of A and S ensures that

(2.11) lim Ax2n(k) == z ~ lim Sx2n(k) = Su.k-^oo ' ’ fc->oo \ J

Since Au € &X) 으 T(X\ there exists some v £ X such that Au = Ts 
Now we claim 난lat Au = Bv. Otherwise Au Bv. From (2.1) and
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(2.11) we get that

d(Au, Bu) < 认d(Su<Pu))d(Au> d(Bv
d{Au^ Tv\ d(Bv^ Sm))

=©(0,0, d(Auy Bv), 0, d(Auj Bv))
< ^(d(Au, Bv))
< d(Au, Bv),

which is a contradiction. Hence Au = Bv. Thus, Au = Su = Bi)= Tv.
Assume that (iii) holds. Set C = {Sx2n : n > 1) U {z}. It is easy to 

see that $一'((7) also compact because C is compact and S is proper. 
Consequently, the호e exists a subsequence (x2n(/c)}fc>i of (^2n}n>i such 
that it converges to some point u E X. The continuity of A and S 
ensures that (2.11) holds. Similarly, we can prove that there exists 
some v E X with Au = Su = Bv 二二 Tv

Assume that (iv) holds. Put C = {Bx2n~i : n > 1} U {z}. Then 
B-1(C) is compact since C is compact and B is proper. Clearly, there 
exists a subsequence (a;2n(fc)-i}fc>i of {^2n-i}n>i such that it con
verges to some point v E X. It follows from the continuity of B and T 
that

(2.12) lim Bx2n(k)-i = Bv = z = lim Tx2n(k)-i = Tv.k—^oo ' fc—>oo

Notice that Bv € B(X) C S(X). Of course, there exists some u E X 
such that Bv = Su. Suppose that Au 尹 Bv. According to (2.1) and
(2.12) , we deduce that

d(Au^ Bv) <(j)(d(Suy Tv), Su)^d(Bv.Tv)^
d(Au、T힌)、d(Bv, Su))

=©(0,d(Auy Bu),0,d(Au, Bv)^0)
< ^(d(Au, Bv))
< Bv\

which is impossible. Therefore Au = Bv. Thus, Au = Su = Bv = Tv.
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Assume that (v) holds. Put C = {Tx2n-i : n > 1} U {z}. Then 
꼬—'(C) is compact since C is compact and T is proper. Clearly, there 
exists a subsequence {^2n(k)-i}fc>i of (x2n-i}n>i such that it con
verges to some point v E X. It follows from 난］m continuity of B and 
T that (2.12) holds. Similarly, we have Au = Su = Bv = Tv for some 
u e X. This completes the proof.

Theorem 2.2. Let X be a Ti top시ogic이，space satisfying the first 
axiom of countability, (K, d) be a complete metric space and A, B, S : 
X T Y satisfy

⑴ 4(X)UB(X)，S(X),
and one of the following conditions:

(ii) A and S are continuous, A %s proper with』4(X) closed;
(iii) A and S are continuous, S zs proper with S(X) closed;
(iv) B and S are c(mtmuous, B %s proper B(X) closed;
(v) B and S are contznuous, S ts proper with S(X) closed.

If there exists some © C ① such that

d(Ax, By) < ©(d(Sz, Sy), d(Ax, Sx、),d(、Bg, Sy), 
() d^Ax,Sy),d(By,Sx))

for all xyy E X, then there exist u e X such that Au = Bu = Su.

Proof. Let xq be an arbitrary element in X. Then (i) ensures that 
there exist sequences (rrn}n>i5 {yn}n>i in X such that

(Z/2n+l ~ S以2n+l = 73 N

I V2n ~ = -B^2n—1? n > L

As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we conclude that {yn}n>i converges 
to some z EY,

Assume that (ii) holds. Set C = {Ax2n : n > 1} U {z}. Then 
C = C G A(X) = A(X) C Y and C is compact. It follows that 
/L(C) also compact because A is proper. Consequently, there exists 
a subsequence {x2n(k)}k>i of {^2n}n>i such that it converges to some 
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point u E X, The continuity of A and S ensures that (2.11) holds. 
Now we claim that Au = Bu. Otherwise Au 丰 Bu. From (2.11),
(2.13) we get that

d{Au^ Bu) < ©(d(S% Su), d(Au^ Su)yd(Bu^ Su),
Stt), d(Bu, Su))

=©(0,0, d(Au^ Bu» 0, d(Au^ Bu))
< Bu))
< d(Au^ Bu)^

which is a contradiction. Hence Au = Bu. Thus, Au = Bu = Su. 
Similarly, we can complete the proof if one of (iii)-(v) holds.

Remark 2.1. Theorem 2.2 extends Theorems 1 and 2 in [2] and 
the results in [1] and [3].

In case g, 2, max(jr,饥 z,壮十幻)} for all (x, y, z, u, v) E
(R+)5> where r is a constant in (0,1), 아}en Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 yield 
the following:

Corollary 2.1. Let X be a topological space satisfying the first 
axiom of countability^ (匕 d) be a complete metric space and Ay B、S)T : 
X —》Y satisfy (i) and one of (ii)-(v) in Theorem 2.1. Suppose that 

d{Ax, By) < r max{d(So;, Ty\d{Ax^ Sx\ d{ByyTy\
(2.14) 1

-(d(Ax,Ty) + d(By、Sx))} 
厶

for all x,y G X, where r zs a constant m (0,1). Then there exist 
u^v E X such that Au = Su = Bv = Tv.

Corollary 2,2. Let X be a Ti topological space satisfying the first 
axiom of countability,(匕 d) be a complete metric space and A, B, S : 
Xt Y satisfy (i) and one of (ii)-(v) in Theorem 22. Suppose that 

d(Ax^ By) < r max{d(Sx, Sy\d(Ax^ S以Sy\
(2.15) 1

5 0(&们 Sy) + d(、Bs Sz))} £
for all a?, y E X, where r is a constant m (0,1). Then there exists 
u E X such that Au = Bu = Su.
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Remark 2.2. The results in [1] and [3] are special cases of Corollary 
2.1.
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